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Select Contractors can now ‘’bank” or save up to a maximum of 67,500 points ($3,375 value) to be 

used to pay for an upcoming Select Contractor Conference or Rain Bird training class***. 

Complete details on terms, how it works, redeeming points in the Points Bank and saving expiring 

points for the Conference are below. 

 Points Bank Terms 

1. The Points Bank is available to all Select Contractors. 

2. Points placed in the Select Contractor Points Bank can only be used for the Select Contractor 

Conference and Rain Bird training classes***. 

3. The total amount of points in the Points Bank cannot exceed 67,500 points ($3,375 value). 

4. Select Contractors can add points to their Points Bank at any time. If some or all of the 

banked points are redeemed, they can refill the Points Bank, up to the 67,500 points limit. 

5. Points in the Points Bank that are not used after the year that they are earned + 5 years (6 

years total) will expire on December 31 of year 6. 

6. IMPORTANT Select Contractors cannot remove points from the Points Bank to be used for 

something other than a Select Contractor Conference or Rain Bird Training. 

7. Contractors that lose their status as a Select Contractor, will only be able to use points in 

the Points Bank for Rain Bird Training classes***. 

How the Points Bank Works  

1. Select Contractor sends an email to Rain Bird Rewards at rewards@rainbird.com and copies 

their Rain Bird sales representative, requesting the exact number of points that they would like 

to transfer to their Points Bank. 

2. Rain Bird Rewards will send a confirmation email to the Select Contractor and the Rain Bird 

sales representative confirming the details of the program and the number of points that will 

been placed in their Points Bank. 

3. The Select Contractor will have 24 hours to make changes to their request before the points 

are deposited to their Points Bank. 

4. Points will be transferred from the Select Contractor’s Rewards account to their Points Bank 

within 3 business days. 

5. Rain Bird will notify the Select Contractor of their Points Bank balance by either: 

a. Quarterly email with the Points Bank balance and expiration date. 

b. Or, the Points Bank balance and expiration date will be displayed on the Select 

Contractor’s Rewards homepage. 
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Redeeming Points in the Points Bank 

1. When a Select Contractor registers for a Select Contractor Conference or Rain Bird Training 

Class, Rain Bird Rewards will ask the Select Contractor if they would like to use the banked 

points. 

2. Confirmation email sent with banked points used and Points Bank balance 

Save Expiring Points for the Conference 

1. Starting in 2022, all Select Contractor Conference registrations must be paid in full two 

weeks after the registration is made, or the registration will be canceled.  

2. Select Contractors can put expiring points into the Points Bank to help pay for the Select 

Contractor Conference at the time of registration. 

 

*** Rain Bird Training includes: Rain Bird Academy, Rain Bird Factory Trained, Rain Bird 

Livestreaming, Rain Bird Online, and Rain Bird Customized Training. 


